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Negotiation from Str ength or a Heeting of the Mi nds 

For many years during t he post-war period and especially during the time 
;L. 

Dean Acheson was Secretary of St at e , there was much talk about /bu ldine of 

strength/' so that when the rig~ time comes, we should be able to 

from strength . There was semZ~e presumption tblilt a» a result 

negotiatjpps, we may achiQ¥8 

ne gotiate 

..eonfused ~a~:t;;ienT t hat by negotiating from strength \.Je can settle most con-

troversial points in our favor and after t h1.t we will need strength no longer 

so that we might agree to f ar-reacbing and perhaps total disarmament. 

There is more than just one fallacy involved i n the concepts upon which such 

rea soning is based . If you negotiate a business deal in private life and if you 

·~ re in a strong position when you do so, you may indeed be able to settle ,...;&he-~· .. 

controversial points in your favor and once you get the other fellow to sign on 

the dotted line, he will have to perform or else you idll take him into court. 
mosy ...-, 

But what good would i t do to make Russia sign an agreement in which ~controversial 

points are settled in our favor~ \.Jhere is the court before 'vThich we could take 

Russia, and who could enforce t he ver ict of~o:rt?~llective security might 
·tal - --;;:;;;Q 

very well have been the answer to the problem of enforcin agreemen~~fter the 

First world War} • But today there exists no combination of nations that short of a 

war of indefinite duration and unpredictable outcome could coerce Russia, or for. 
~ 

that matter t he United State~~even if America today h d overwhelrting military 

ll.t '/ 

strengths a!19. was ready to use ~/in a showdown, she coula 'l.lse +hem i n....tbe--/ 
11 ~ u-v? p,... : .. "' fY'~ ~-z-~q, r .. iU"i'11' .ru t' • cJ.- ~t -U ':_ 
negotiat~from strength an1 ¥ ~ wh~sbe wa~~~to~tia~ unconditional 

..--:~r I' surrender . ~early being militarily strong at the time ,.;he 
:It~ 

negotiate mi ght lead Russia to sign an agreement that~-ui our purposes, but the 

sit down to 

only way to make her keep such an agreement is t o waintain indefinitely our over-

\·!helming militar y superiority. This is not compatible 
t_/ I .. ./ I 4/ A.-/~ ~~-h1 4A l t.(,""(:JI,~ I ll!.-'t. 

with far-r~ing disarmament 
" . ,., . 

£..... ~ 
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-~\).Transition from "Negotiating from strength" to Disarmament 

We must face the fact that such an agreement would remain in force only as 

long as the United States and Russia wa nt to keep it in force; for there exists 

no combination of powers that could coerce either Rus sia or the United States. 

The concept of collective security breaks down if it becomes impossible to "enforcen 

short of a war of indefinite duration and unpredictable outcome. I:q these circum
/11-u { t/ /}, , ·vi-

stances we ~as well assume that Russia and the United States~ reserve the -
legal right to abrogate the agreement at any time, either wholly or in part. And 

States such strong continuing the 

of them could be regarded as remote? 

real problem is to find an answer 

'i.ussia and 
~ 

abrogation £y either 

Only if we have a satisfactory answer to t his question can we outline an agree-

ment that will be self-sustaining so that there would be little likelihood of 

abrogation - and that is the only kind of agreement that would be worth having today. 

Practically all nations would ha~e to be a party to such an agreement ~~ 
right to abrogate could be reserved~ rfew of them,-:::! since most of them could 

not be given such a right, some machinery for enforcement '1-Tould have to be set up. 

-st~Russia and the United ~ates 

~ they can offer to each oth~d · ~ angements that would 

guarantee the early discovery of any s~cre~~eva~~\~~me~t, ~tic~ly 
ti-t,~.~~~~~ ~- "' U·-· ~~Ut-~A :vt,"' -;-' 

of its disarmament provisions. And if such sec et evasions of the agreement were 

suspected, either by the United States or by Russia, each could exert pressure on 

the other by threatening to abrogate the agreement in part unless she is given freer 

access to information, or can otherwise be convinced that there are, in fact, no 

secret evasions. 

\.That degree o'f disarmament would best serve the purpose of a stable 

successive s eps in which a far- eaching agreement could be 

xposing any 

danger in case of an abrogation? 

tb internal subversion or to 
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If we think of preserving peace on t he basis of an arrangement which the 

great powers could abrogate if they wanted to - and there is no sense of thinking 

about an arrangement in any other terms - t ).1en clearly sne of the ma:in coneerne _ 
,' ,, ·• ~,..Z,..& ~~c. ... ~~ 

~t both Russia and America must have when they sit down to "negotiate" is to 

t" ~ ,J~/-;t( ~~vt:..-<;. 6?~ 
provide sufficient incentive for the other ~~o be reasonabl, stlre tflat the~ 

t~~_/ 
~ t;vmainteln the agreement in force in the future 

4
as far as thought , 

to,ft-d- ..... ~p·<-at~rp'!: . ~~Gl-<. ~ 
can reach . This is, of co~se , (very different from/tr~to set~le as many_, ~ · _ 

r~ ~ / ~ ~ "'~~< ~.__.r&.. / )7-y/'-;t_. -/ 

con~roversial points in ~(favor as pos sible . Y'fvWhat is needed is not to exert 
~ ~,o/1~ [~ 1.-kJt¢3 

pressure \ through strength, but to reach a meeting of the minds on what the ~ ~ 
.~/) 

needs of each nation are; wB::::-~;o vital that ~~~~~ger to 

keep the agreement in force :zthe agreement meets ~1e~ne~ ~f the 

agreement is of any use at al l , it will create a setting in which the probability 

of war will be regarded as remote, and the is sues which \.Jill become i mportant in 

they ~~ll be unwilling to disclose in advance just what kind of agreement they 
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have in mind, for in the kind of negotiations which aim at settling most contra-

versial points in your own favor , you cannot disclose in advance what you will 

accept lest what you disclose will become the starting point of the negotiations 

from which you will have to yield ground during the negotiations in order to 

achieve a compromise. In negotiations of this kind, you have to start out ~ 

asking for way more than you hope to get and by offering way less than you might 

be willing to give. 

Because Ameri ca and Russia have been thinking in terms of negotiating from 

strength at no time was Russia or America willing to give the world a r icture of 

the over-all settlement which they would consider satisfactory. This is perhaps 

the basic reason w~icture of a world peace - r eal peace - has emerged at 

any time in th~ ~ost-war world . ' # ~ 

' ,.--/ :., ~?~~ ~ !.-')/' ~ e:..~ 
' As long as Russ~~~ America1 think i n terms of negotiating from strength, 

~~ ;tk ~/.. 
the time wilW; never be right for~rting ~ negotiations. Thi s is ~ a 

'Mr.tig H8MQy ¥a world of rapidly shifting power relationships . There will 

hardly be a period of time when the balance of military power does not shift either 
,, I 

f. -~-P 
in f avor of America or in favor of Russia . America woul~ant to post pone 

~ 
negotiations as long as the former ~B the gas~, and Russia would want to postpone 

kl~, 
the negotiations when the latter B•premo. ~ 

-------------
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let alone with total disarmament ~As long as America and Russia thi·n( in terms 

of arriving at an agreement by negotiating from strength , they Will be unwilling 

to disclose just what ldnd of agreement they have in mind, ' f or in the kind of 

negotiatio~in which the aim is to settle most controversial points in your favor, 
... ~s,. 

you cannot disclose in advance what you 'Hill a_pcept or else what you will aeeep.t.. 
,, 

will become the starting point of the neg9tia tions, and you will have to yield 

ground during the ne gotiations in order to achieve a compromise. In negotiations 
// 

of this kind, you have to star~?~t by asking for way more than you hope to get 
/ - cls!i12;:tS~ 

and by offering \~ay less th~you m1~t be ~aj;~~fied with.~ J you ape luct::n 
~/ ~~~~h-t! ?'Z-t. ~'~A ~~., .. ~ r 
~end up with an ~t ~ settl~tn controversial points which .you ~ 

~ 
~important only find out that the controver~al points which were important 

/ ~ ~~~~"'~ ,. . .,...... 
iB tfi~e b bin,~~-aeB!'!JC_R: eras to win the ~::- if the \-Jar comes, are 

not ~portant issues in the new setting which you try 
/ 

~here the probability of war occurring is regarded as 
~ 

think ·n te~~~-Q£ nego~ting~om strertgt~the 

after the war, America's stockpile of bombs 

did not have a single bomb; and it appeared 
mainly 

alliances based/on Western Europe. Becau3e 

was rapidly increa~i~n~, \-Thile Russia / / 
e-u.-/;- ~ r~.....,.,.-... -.~11,- ( 

that America ~;build up ~ystem of 

of the rapidly increasing military 

superiority of America, the time was obviously not ripe for negotiating from 

strength, and it appeared better to postpone such negotiations. This period has 

hardly ended when the rapid increase of Rus~ian military might mad~~~~sable 

for Russia to negotiate since clearly she could much better negotia~~ from strength 
~-1_ ~ p-::t!= !l-~"'0 

by waiting a few more years when her stockpile of bombs would Jww match f}p~ ours. 

It is difficult to see how negotiating f~~~th could lead to a satisfactory 

solution of the problem which we f~~at needs to be done is not to negotiate' 
~~~--~ ~ {A_ ~~-~~·f'-- ~ 

from strengj~ but rather to reach a meeting of the minds~ ~hi= l&fi ee~~~~ 
t , ,< ~ ~.,.~~- ,... k'C: Jf.A·# " " ~ AA- , ~ ~ ~- ~ - .,/;t:'r~ 

~~/~s:; ~t;:;z:; ·art~~rt,~~ tt~~-try--to 
present i1et e""t~~whi~'f" o "te-"l'el.-e-vmrt": ..l 
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In addition t he implementation of the current ideas on 

civilian defense seems to be exceedingly difficult. Even 

the simplest requirement of making test evacuations of cities 

meets with obstacles. These ests are resisted on the ground 

that they disrupt ttbusiness as usual" for a day and, thereby, 

with the consequent loss of a considerable fraction of the 

day ' s business profits . 

The present situation can be summed up as follows ~ 

The United States appears to threaten to start an 

atomic war , if fighting breaks out in the Formosa conflict. If 

atomic weapons are used in a local conflict, the restraint which 

may be initially e~ercised by both sides will g~~ual}y break down 

and in the end atomic H-bombs are likely to be used . 

The Government wants to reduce the arms expenditure 

for conventional weapons and is gradually narrowing itself into 

a position where it will have no c hoice but to use atomic weapons 

in any local conflict. At the same time the civilian population 

remains completely defenseless against atomic attacks and the 

refusal to suffer business losses prevents the limited progress 

that could be made in the direction of increasing their chances of 

survival , in case of atomic warfare. 
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~ /''!;_· 
e~ 1isarmament go far enough to permit ftussia to divert from its 

,,..~ . .. ~d·' .t; 1.~ 

military expenditure an amount E\~4.fi-....-Me1"l"'b-- to 20%" of its national income 

\ 
into investment !n 'bh~'lim&P-··gO"'O:s "inaast.v.:y.:.. ....a.~t.e.O._j.n-

4-<t,.."\.t~. ~- 't· ,f,~,.. 
G:uB1:.I!.i£J.~ which 1Weti~ lead to a doubling of t he standard of living 

in Russia every 12 years? 
~l'c, 

Can it go far enough to permitJ•the United 

States either an increa~E! :.:Pf about $1009/ in the yearly spendable 

family i ncome t-~~6; ·~ ~en hour "'~;"}~~~pr-:;;;;~~~_,;;~!"t~~\ working hours or 

-·-- "~ ~ 
two months paid vacation for every worker~ - - What kind and what 

degree of disarmament will b~ needed in order to make it easy to 
\ .. 

- .. -;-.. discover secret violations of the disarmament provisions? Should we 

' \.. \ \ think in terms of eliminating guided missles , jet bombers a nd other 
. .., 

., · ' effective ~a . ..whi.cb-a~~M~ for the deli very of bombs rather 
~ 1 ,. 

I 
,... · than in terms of controlling the stockpileSof fissionable materials? 



~'A'~ 
police force ~d ~ intervene in the internal affairs 

'r~
na t ions of the r eglon? /Mha t -ere t-he regions 1-~- -!.V 

local international 
necessary to maintain a/police force of substantial size? 

of tthe 
L <. ? .·~..--

would / be 
.-t;,.... 

Would this kind of disarmament leave the nations in a tolerablT 

position if an abrogation occurred,say,five or ten years from now? 

What are the successive steps in which a far-reaching agreement could 

be implemented without exposing any of the participants to intolerable 

danger in case of an early abrogation? How big must be the first step 



Should the agreement frankly recognize spheres of influence 

and, if so, should it set up a predetermined schedule, extending 

if necessary, over one or two generations, for the gradual"libe

ration"of one territory after another from such spheres of in-

flue~ 
What are the legitimate national aspirations of the various 

nations that the a greement must satisfy ~er at the outset/or 

gradually according to a predetermined schedule
1
lest they subject 

the agreement to a strain that might either lead to abrogation by 

one of the great powers, or make enforcement necessary aga~nst one 

of the sma 1~~!!:.:_:~~~-) 

~~Sh~~ld the agreement set up a fund under the contr~l~ perhaps, 

~ some regional international organizations for the advancement of 

the economic development~nd population control jor the less indus

trialized and frankly underdevelo~~d ~reas and should there be a 
~--;· ·.r 1i.$,tt:;:~l . 

graduated world income tax . / to provide the necessary funds9 
_,..,---- - ........ l-~ ....... ~.................... .- .... :1 -··~. ~· ·1"""' "- .. ' ,. •'·"'" ' ....... ~ .............. ~ •• - .... - -- _..----.. -

~ Should the agreement set up principles regulating the re-

distribution of raw materials? ) 
• -'" lr'A' .1-•.o> '.<."'" ~· ·~.. ,:...;... ~!\o - >• ;_.,,_ . ._.. ol~~.,. 

1:.;:.·· What ~r major operating international 

set up in order 

that would have a fair chance to evolve peacefully in the course 

of several generat{cv~t>~"~~(. :~~~$~~ ultimate state, i . e . 4:\. World under 

One Government, may)be reached without going through another World 

~ War? --- .... 



Outline (Set 2) 

/ .t 
1. Solution qy negotiation from strengths. 

2. i.Je must face the fact ••• (from page 5 of old draft). 

3. Discovery of secret evasions. 

4. Partial abrogation. Where does abrogation leave us? Large initial 

investment the only guarantee of premeditated abrogation. 

5. Enforcement against smaller nations. 

6. How far should disarmament go and he~ 
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Introduction 

The Russian-American conflict which has arisen after the war was foreseeable 

and was in fact foreseen by many. It was foresee~~s~id not 

cease to ask our ~~ troops when they marched into Germany at the end of 

the war, "When are you going to f'i ght Russia?" tA!'ld Tt was a::~ c1 : ad-1 foreseen ~ ;:.:... 

by many of my friends working on the uranium project at the University of Chicago. 

Our predictions were not based on the particular political system under which 

Russia is ruled or on Russia's professed aim of world conversion to Communism
1

1 

onee attention is focused on the possibility of war, the most important consideration 

is to win that war if it comes. Almost every controversial issue, when settled 

either in Russia 's or America's favor, will increase either Russia's or America's 
')~~ 

chance to win th&~r; and since the issue of who is goinf to win the war is one 
~ ?~__/, 

pr.> ~n which a compromise is not possible, no progress whatever can be made by trying 

to settle by agreement eae b;? o~ any~se issues. Such unilateral ~ 
as America or Russia might ~take to improve their military -er s t: a bs~ic position 

~t- ~ 
likely han not to increase the chances of war. 

Similar the world before this time. When the growing 

power of Athens threatened Sparta and th~e gr& power 

Athens , both nations were ~~d in their 

of sparta threatened 

policy by the goal of 

winning the war if war came. Both tried to improve their chance by increasing 

more and more the number of their allies. 
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~ And in the end, the war came, apparently against the wiShes of 

both Athens and Sparta, when 

For a while after the war, Russia 

as long as 

to pay any price rather t 

The fact that war betwe 

total victory red~ces the inhe 
~~ 

does so ~because it 

controversial issues. 

resolve the 

the world into belie 

to unconditional surra r. 

and America ~n 
instability in the present 

they are willing 

r be fought through to 

it 

of the present 

to 

which cannot be at ~ch.political thinking- even the 

political thinking - has moved in the past. 
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As long as Russia is willing to resist defeat by devastating, if need be, the 

United States at the cost of being devastated herself, she cannot be ~ ~ 

defeated. Even if she is not wi l ling to pay such a high price, she ~ould 

successfully avert defeat as long as she can ~ca into believing she 

is willing to pay any price rather than to agree to surrender. The srune, of course, 

holds for America. 

Because of the bombs, the war between Russia and America can no longer 

be fought through to a victorious end. Because of the bombs, the strategic 

importance of the present controversial issues becomes less and less day by day. 

The bombs do not prevent Russia and America from increasing more and more the 

number of their allies, but it makes it less and less likely that these allies 

will take the risk of entering the war on either side, if war should come. It 

seems likely that the bombs have hal~ll soon hereafter bring~ 

the trend towards~ war, engulfin~of th~o~ we/ get if' 
through the without war, ~tBd t?e i~ere~ _ "I '" ,=:, ~~~~ 
instability conflict will be ;:: 2 ;;the bomb~jfn this 

sense, one might say that the bomb ~me a factor for peace. In another ' ense, 

however, the bomb has cr eated a problem which cannot be solved at all on the 

level at which political thinking - even the best 

moved in the past.~ the past, a legitimate aim 

of political thinking - has 

of ..;mr foreign policy - even the 
t,"~ e.. . 

best of foreign policy - was to preserve the peacei ~~~, to lengthen the 

interval between two subsequent wars. But to~ay, postponing the next world war, 

which will when it comes be fought with hydrogen bombs, 

as a legitimate aim of a sensible policy. What ve need 

a setting in which the advent of another war may be regarde 

but ex~gly improbabl~ occurrence. To create such a setting is i±k 

new problem, and it is useless to search for a precedent in history. 
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se new problem, 

~ That ultimately t he world will live under one 

4 can hardly be doubted ~ ody ~linf.....,........t-: • 

Whether this ultimate state will be reached wit hin two, three , or four generations 

is not an important issue. The i mportant issue is rather how this ultimate state 

can be reached w~t~through another world war. problem which faces 

the world today ~acets. First of all, we must solve the problem 

of changing over f rom a setting in which war between Russia and America appears 

probable, to a setting in which such a war i s considered merely as a remote 

possibility. This change cannot come about in one single jump. It will require a 

number of steps taken one after the other. , it will not be possible to 
-~~· 

agree on the f i r st step unless we are able to agre n all the steps, including 
/l+t.{, ~ :,J,. ~~ ~~ (!..-~·d.. . I 

the , last~ That is, it will be necessary to~ olf~ettlem ~ , ~r,V~ 

as r)/(11 lie~# all t~ steps agreed upon have r l ~ilL~~~~ 
o~o/tc;gree ~·~\~ate the final arrangement is 

to be)~!~l"O&ched. ~\I shall refer to this approach to the problem as "predetermined 

, gradualism", and I believe 

problems with which we are 

that it is the key to the solution of a number of 

faced• ~uaceed, through a set of 

arrangements representing one single package, at tR& e~ieet to resolve the 

Russian-American conflict and t~ ~i~the probabilit 
will be ~ ~· --c-.• · 

no lo~Jer claims our ll immedia~e attention. We _gi theni ~--ui.it!• til& ii8'-

~~ . . ~ ~ .._ ~~"7 fT- ~ e. £~ 
~gan;tProblem(~uild a world community that will permit reaching the ultimate 
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state of world government within two, three, or four generations without 

going through another world war. 



If we now turn our attention to the resolution of the Russian-American 

conflict, we must make some assumptions about the grow. ps of men that make up the 

Russian Government or the American Government and the/ diffeF~as~between these 

groups and the effect which public opinion in Russia or America has on these 

groups; as it were, the effect of these groups on public opinion within their 

own nation. 

There are those who believe tha t the actions of the Russian Government in 

the past ten years cannot be understood and its future actions cannot be predicted, 

except by taking into account the fact that the long-range aim of the Russian 

Government is world rule of Communism. ~hose who believe this think t hat the 

Russian-American power conflict cannot be understpod without taking into account 
·~ k./~ _) c;;> 

the ideological conflict with which it~ r-rnseparably interwoveni 'l ln order to 

professed 

to what extent 

can be identified wit he American people · and to what extent 

~~~~~~-~~vernment~ction~, are guided preponderantly by con-

siderations of 

an 

in 

~--;=' the first World 

we enjoy 

arliamentary majority 

Government. imperial Germany shows how 

freedom, as represented qy a living Bill of Rights, can exist in the absence of 
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and I would like other nations to partake of the benefits of 

freedom and democracy. 

OMt it placos~le of non-intervention ~bove the desire 

to have freedom and democracy prevai~~r the Government 

there is something even more importan 

of non-intervention. 



But when it comes to choosing between a democratic government that declines to 

cooperate with us in the ·'bold \.Jar; or a military di eta tors hip 
tJ- vY'" / 

cooperate, ~Governqent unhesitatingly favors the latter. 
_,. (/~ 

demonstrate~~' where we welcomed a military rule that 
; 

that is willing to 

democratically elected government of Mossadegh, and could not have done so 

successfully had the 

heavy weapons. This 

Iranian Army pot been equipped with American tanks and other 

was ~onstrated in Egypt, where we welcomed the 

military government that forcibly put an en,. to ~ parliamentary f-9·'"~"""",......_ 

democracy. 
~ 

•' 

When ::t:t::::ee1neos- to freedom, the Government 1 s utterances show great concern 

about the freedom of the Poles, Roumanians, and Hungarians, about which the 

Government is po .rerless to do., anytping short ~of going "t&z ar , ~ r.sa)llEl concern 
~ ~ ~~;::e:::o:-, ... ..,<'~ ~ Fl ~ fo-

is not manifeste(..Jpf'the lack of f reedom in many Jaf !he countries of South 

America, some of which 

When a nation in South America, in free and democratic elections, puts in a 
\1 

government that not only efuses to cooperate with us in the Ncold war, but that 

might be subservient to Russia, our desire to see t hat democratic government 

~ replaced by a dictatorship that is subservient to us, takes precedence over 

the principle of non-intervention. We saw that clearly demonstrated in the 

case of Guatemala. 
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\\JJ 
favor of maintainiilg tariffs is A., needf o preserve 

~~n industries a sene~ so that 

~~oduction facilities might be available in case of war, when we might be 

cut off from imports from abroad. improving our chances 

ribH"f any 

indication to see freedom and democracy prevail in other nations 

and to see the market economy prevail 

0 

~ I 



wben it comes to our ~eference f or a fre e market, in principle we are i n 
~ 

favor of i t. It would f ollow t hat we ought to abolish all t ariffs, perhaps not 
P&:._ 

very fast, but graduallY., according to fi P]e-determir:e~ schedule, until ~~!!e tariff....{ 
f/~~ ,. ;~~ ~\~M~~ o/~ 

~s 'bee001e ze~ er · , · o . ~es.ce~ 

pri~ ~ma~, when it comes 

Tariffs ~cann_~t 1 ?e _ab!llt" h~d without adversely affecting the Te-
"fl'l.~ f7VV1.dL (/1.11, ~ 

interest of managemen and labor of certain industries. Since vested interests 

wielding political influence are affected, we could abolish t ariffs only by 

adequately compensating t hese vested interests financially for the loss w~hi9h t hey 
~ /Y'-

would suffer. This, our Government has so far not been prepared to do, , 

because its professed belief in the sy stem of a free economy is not sufficiently 

strong to overcome the inertia that stands against the adoption of unprecedented, 

tvJ(~~ ~~ ~ cq.-
~::::::--~~~"1~ 

l:al±-o-:h~~~~&e--8:1~~rc:re:fei[Sieiriorr~f I:H" e·"'n conY! eti~, 

~~~o~l ough goods in this country t o provide them with the c~ 

?
ey ed o import other goods from t his country and, instead o~ t~ ~ ~ 

id. This, too, is in a ense an unpreceden~ed measure, ~a the~ it was 
, ~c P'ttfZ .-..--a ,._d"~ ~ /~ ~ 

adopted~ robab y ~overnment's ~ei~' to solve th~ of ~ 
friends in a way which creates a certain degree of political ~~e~ __ - the kind 

~~ ~ --~ 
of political ~ld~ ~~-~no~~· ~ving examined to 

what extent &~seL o£ oah!e~ol ~~ o~ the Atrerican Government 

and to what extent considerations of political expedience t ake precedence, we may no~ 

attempt to consider the same question with ~o the Russian Government. 

In China, the revolution is new and may ~~have a Messianic quality. The 

Russian Revolution is 40 years old, and almost two generations have passed since its 
;{_ .. :v-f_;;i/ 

inception. An American Communist ~tyery well believe tha t the Russian political 

system will, if universally adopted, bring about paradise on earth. No Russian 
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Is it likely that Russians, either the common people or any of the members 

of the Government, hike to face the danger of being sent to prison without trial 

British ruling class has lost the conviction that British imperialism is bringing 

~~~ 
~1~ t~der-developed countries~w, as this conviction was lost, 

British imperialism lost its fervor and~~ be agressive. 
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Communist, in his senses, whe- bse (f:Lved under that system can conceivably believe ~ 

so. The religious fervor of spreading Communism all over the world for the sake 

of bringing happiness to people can, therefore, not be a major motive for the group 

of men vho ~overnment.~~amentary form of democracy is 

not the only conceivable political system under which a good human society can live. 

But freedom, such as defined by the Bill of Rights, is eseential to human happiness • 

~o the extent to which this kind of freedom is 

~ · I 

factor to human happiness is lacking, 

common 

al 

Br±ti:-sh in the jttstifieatiou of t.he kind of imperie:li~ in 'A"hich Lheh fat~ 

~andfathers s!n&erely bel~d. ~hat the Russian Government would like to ;rJ v'---~ 
see other countries go Communist .:Pd, 'lin e&H-,rt0 ensure that the governments 

of those countries will cooperate with Russia rather than with America in the "cold 

war; ' can be taken for granted. That Russia will look upon the Chinese revo~utio~/~A~ 
I P' ""' ~ <-rr r ..- "'Y~ 

and the success of the Chinese Government in organizing Chin/ to the point where ~ 

Russia might go to war in defense of China, is also very likely1 



. . 
- .3e -

WH ther it has any concrete meaning to 

is Communist; of the world in the sense 

will enable us Russian response attempt to establish 

peace, is open to and, to my mind, a 

very unlikely one. own political 

acts can be derived ·n any way connected with our 

professed beliefs. ~y should Russia be are in this respect, 

it 

comes t weighing political expediency against the set 

rofe~y/~ ~a~l~ct~by ~ 

~eh sttess is ~on Russia's post-war record of subverting nations by 

bringing about Communist revolutions. ~ ~ only countries in Europe where 

such Communist Governments displaced ~ preceding~vernment,~re or less 

democratically electe~ was in countries where either Russia moved in with 

troops and the elections took place with Russi~s i~~t on, or else 

i~ount~ like Czechoslovakia, . .lJtre;pe..Russia oved in with troops .aM-put in 

a native police force, which was ~~i.t~Yn""\-ugoslavia, 

true that so far only Indo-China, where the Nationalist movement and the 

Communist movement joined forces to fight for liberation from a Colonial power, 

turned Communist. But the future might bring atout Communist governments in 

other under-developed nations.~re we are up against a serious problem. As ~ 
result of a curious lethargy in political thinking, there have been developed 
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no forms of democracy which are~ed for the government of 

countries than is a parliamentary form of democracy. This latter 

under-developed 

form has 

functioned well in modern times only in a few places in the world, such as in 

Britain, the United States, and France; and there it functioned not sa much 
~ 

because of the perfection of ett&k a system as it dirl because of the civic virtues 

that will permit even an imperfect 

in the case of, Je/1 stressl/ such 

or a major economic depression. 

Because 

under modern 

system to function ~olerably well, e~cept 
as ~n case of acute danger of war 

_;~~~~~~~~~~~democracy, and the ~~~~ tradition of 

e ~mm ~ement has developed, give{jt a great advantage 

;b<'~hment of n dictaWrship '/./ All that one can 

score is, I believe, that given a setting in the world in which war 

is no longer regarded as probable and the need to win the war, when it comes, no 
~..;~ 

longer takes ~de~ irr the minds ~either the American or the Russian Govern-

ment to build up alliances, the present great concern of the American Government 

and the Russian Government ~ ~~ ~ 
~- r~-;) r>- ~<-e ~~ -""~ 
/Le_ ~~(_ .. 'V'~ //~~ -'t.-/'J ~ 

(~ 1 M<A~Yt( -/~ ~' 



I 

• . ... 

Let us now, 

jiJ- - Jg - • ;:t.=f "'.W"'?' 4-. 

~·~~~~ 
e sake of argument, make ~verable assumption~; 

that the Russian rnment is moved~ much the same kind of consideratioru as is 

the American Gover Governments are comprise?'~~a sufficiently 

large number are susceptible 

would resolve the present power conflict and create 

be considered remote?" It is my contention that to give the answer to this question 

is not easy; that so far nobody has presented an answer to it; and that if an 

adequate answer were found, it would contain the answer to 95% of those questions 

~~~~~~-~~ 

~ ~ !rnd--fo>~een left w!der co,.ide,:'.Uen ia ~ions-,l It is, 
~~ .4-o ~~~ .r:~ /:"/L-,z_ ,:h 

~.A\ my contention that without ~~~~answe~ · 
~ /I~ ~/"~ ~ 

~ed a~~umptiofi~ an intel~igent discussion of the issue is impossible. ~ 

I am well aware of the fact that the opposite position is taken by many people wh~~ 
believe that Russia's long-range aim is Communist domination of the world and that 

without taking this into account, we are not able to pred~ict the Russian response 
t:Vf'-· ~ /~ ~~ 

to any~~ attempt t9 establis~eace. This, to me, ppears to be a)t60njecture 

and a ~:ely one. It assumes a kind of superiority of decision making in 

the Russian Government, which I find difficult to believe can exist in reality. 

No one believes tha t the p~~=tic~~th~d States can be derived from 

any such long-range aim or ~ elescl; eeftfteete~ with~ professed beliefs. What 
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is no more difficult to under stand Russian responses 

war period than it 

asking mysel~what would o 1 appen~g.. to be ~~rusted with Government ~ 
· ~ ~r-y~~ 

responsibilit and had to \~8 ,mldecisions on tb& ~~eie ef enlightened self-
\~~~ 

interest. In either case, there are / occasions when the Russi~aovernment or the 
A/~ ~ 

American Governmi?t diq not do ~hat I would have done~ had en placed in 

their positio~~ deviations must, of course, be expected, for sometimes a 

Government 's action is based on less accurate information ef bhs fse b~ than can be 
ees z-( ~ 

gleaned by an i~igent reader , who carefully follow~

0
pres~· ~ 

other occasions~who are involved in day-to-day operat ons ~i·' =~ ~ 



' ... 
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Let us no~, for the sake of argument, make these a s sumptions: The Russian 

Government is moved qy much the same kind of considerations as is the American 

Government. In both Governments, there ~~r number of re asonable men who 

are susceptible to arguments based on enlightened self-interest. Neither Govern-

ment is willing to assume tha t the other will keep an agreement if it has a 

sufficiently strong incentive for abrogating it, even though- the agreeme~t may 

have been entered into in gpod faith. The ideological conflict bet~een Russia 

and America which looms so large i~c utterances of Government representatives 

is far less important in 

than is ~er conflict 

determining what actions either government will undertake 

in which the t~o governments are caught at present. 

Having made these assumptions, we may now ask ourselves the following question: 

What kind of an international arrangement ~ would resolve the present po~er 

conflict and create a setting in which the possibility of war could be regarded 

as remote;,dAA~__..) ~ iJ 
~ntention /that unless we are able to give an ans,.rer to this 

question on the basis ~~ assumptions stated above, ~t a simplifies-

the real 

are able to give an 

assumptions, we may have 
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